
  

SANE/RSS experience
Subsystem SANE/RSS Suggestions for g2p/gep
Beam line Chicane Beam Geometry drawing is very

helpful
http://hallcweb.jlab.org/experiments/sane/
general/beamline/RSS-chicane.pdf

Request equivalent drawings as for
RSS/GEn
https://hallcweb.jlab.org/experiments/sane/
wiki/index.php/Upstream_Beam_Line

Slow raster Wavetek waveform generators
and PCM amplifiers needed repeated
replacement.
Circular shape stability: X-Y phase
drifted. Phase shifter limited to 45°. 

Procure new generators (now Fluke 271),
refurbish amplifiers.
90° capable phase shifter or other method
of setting X-Y phases 

No SEM. Rely on slow raster ADC for
event-by-event beam position. Large out-
of-plane (vertical) beam position affects
HMS momentum reconstruction.

Effect of vertical beam offset on HRS
should be understood, single arm elastic
data with peak near center of momentum
acceptance is useful.

Target Target rotation was restricted to one
direction (CW from above) due to OVC
protrusions, total angle 80°.

Check clearances, plan for rotation sense.

Full target system not ready before beam
delivery: issues not detected until beam
was in Hall, limited operator training.

Target should polarize material (do TE's)
1-2 weeks before beam delivery.

Magnet had only  been ramped with the
same polarity for years. Quench protection
failed due to bad diode that  was only
needed for the opposite polarity.  

Ramping with both polarities should be
tested (parallel field at 0° vs 180°; only
one polarity – down-bending - is possible
for 90°)



  

SANE/RSS experience
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Target (continued) Multiple subsystem failures: leaks in

refrigerator, overheated mechanical
pumps, target movement freezes (two
damaged inserts), hard disk crash, no He
nose level readout

Current planing is on track to avoid
repeats. Plan for unexpected, consider
redundant systems, e.g. additional nose He
level readout would have allowed for
much better anneals, no polarization drops,
nose overfills, frozen inserts, ...

Operator training: data lost to operators
not tracking microwave frequency

Seriously consider automating microwave
frequency control

DAQ/Analysis No redundant scalers for helicity-
dependent signals 

Record scalers for both helicities for all
helicity dependent signals (triggers,  beam
charge, ..)

Half-wave plate setting changes requested
by other Halls added  unnecessary variable
to analysis.

Use other methods other than HWP to
control false asymmetries (not needed for
our polarized target).

Detectors BETA was novel, untested detector. Takes
a long time and lots of effort to
understand.

Reconstruction with septa-HRS and target
field should be simulated extensively as
early as possible. Single arm elastic peak
is key.

Installation Scheduling multiple projects in parallel in
Hall resulted in conflicts, lead to delays.

Single top priority project should have
veto power over parallel ones.

Installation of untested/not well
understood/understaffed equipment lead to
unexpected issues (target, SEM, )

Test all equipment to be fully operational
and have experts totally familiar with
operation/readout before installing in Hall.


